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III INTRODUCTION

l
The study and applications of Nuclear Engineering have become in-

creasingly important in world affairs, especially from considerations

of power and economics. Foreseeing the needs of men trained in engi-

neering applications of nuclear principles, many schools, with the aid

"
I

of the Atomic Energy Commission, have instituted programs for the

training of such specialists.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute was among the early schools to

initiate such a program, offering a Master of Science program in Nu-

clear Engineering Physiasin September, 1956.

The first major departmental acquisition for this purpose was an

expcnential graphite-moderated natural-uraniu reactor.

Suitable equipment was next ebtained to provide facilities for

modern nuclear and reactor physics laboratories. This equipment in-

cludes a nuclear reactor simulator, and counting equipment.

lt was next decided to add a “Sigma Pile" to the reactor laboratory.
’ Graphite was chosen as the moderator for ease of handling, low cost,

ease of precise machining, and because it is possible to obtain graph-

ite of sufficient purity in quantity.

The sigma pile is eight feet high and sixty-six inches square.

AGOT reactor grade graphite was used fbr its construction.

The File was construoted during the fall of 1957 and was ready for

use by the reactor laboratory students in January, 1958. The students

used the pile for determination of diffusion length and Fermi age.
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IV REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Sigma piles have historically been used for the determination of

cross sections, from whence comes the nsmc, "sigma•"

Since it is economical to accomplish as much as possible on new

reactors by calculations rather than by experiment, and in order to

predict behavior of materials, it is of major concern to all in the

field to know their properties or parameters as accurately as possible,

In the sigma pile, the observed neutron distribution is used to

obtain the thcrmal diffusicn length (#1); from which can be calculat-

ed either the absorntion cross section or transport cross section

from (#2),
1, = ...........l............

(§N2¢1‘a¤'tr )‘?¤“

where L = diffusicn length

N = nuclei per cm;
0—a¤ microscopic absorption cross section

G-tr == microsccpic transport cross section
which is one definition of diffusion length,

One major drawback is the relatively low flux of the sigma pile

compared to the flux in a thermal column or reactor,

As would be expected, much work has been done using sigma pile

techniques, especially at Hanford, Brookhaven, and Oak Ridge, Among

those who have contributed much to the field are D, J , Hughes (#0),

J, Chernick and I, Kaplan (11), and R, S, E-äargulies (#9) of Brookhaven;
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E. 21. Block, D. Davenport, (8), G• L. Lynn am! €?• O• Pmmd (18),
and 0. axehey (56) er aasnrerdg and 0. axtccmen (A5) (61) er on:
Ridge.

among the major contributors to the theory are E. Fermi, K. Darrow

(16), Friedman, F. L. (22.), P. F'. Gast (25), S. Glaaetone and
n. 0. Edlund (gb), n. xa. x—x¤1mes mad za. v. negmsb11an (gs),
D. J. Hughes (ÄO), Soedak and Campbell (6h), and Ueinberg, A. M., and

L. 0. modem- (71).
lmny·refinements 1n·measuring techniques have been made since

earlier sigma pile measurements. It was quickly realized that in order

to obtain very aocurate values of moderator parameters, absorpticn by

construction materials, nitrogen in graphite pores and streaming in

voids, differenees in density, and other factors must be taken into

consideration (hö) (11) ( h). Techniques auch as pile oscillaters have

provided different methods of parameter determinations (56).
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V FILE DESORIPTION

The pile is 66" x 66” x B', a size which is sufficient for meas-

urement of basic moderator parameters, and which was governed by

space and size of blocks available•

Foil loading is accoplished by removal of foil blocks to a point
Ü

where the foil hole is exposed• To faoilitate the removal of blocks,

and since it was necessary to use 16
1/2“

blocks for the pile, foil

blocks on faccs A and D are provided with eye bolts and a coupling

mechanism, which is shown in figures 6 and 6A, Only the first two foil

blocks in a foil channel are coupled together, as this provides for

foils in each level of the pile• The channel may be completely clear-

ed by pushing the last two blocks out with a rod (figure Ä)•

One foil block couple was drilled with multiple fbil holes along

the top (figure 5) to provide fbr horizontal foil traverses or other

possible experiments requiring multiple horizontal facilities•

One set of blocks was cut to receive probe detectors, and consists
V

of one
52” block and two 16

l/2”
blocks (figure 5). By use of these

blocks in the various levels, traverses at any level may be made.

A rigid framework was placed around the pile as shown in figures

l, la, and lb. This framework is primarily to hold two vertical

plates in position. The backing plates have an adjustable position-

ing bolt and a push-rod hole for each foil channel which opens into

the backing plate. By means of these bolts, the foil blocks may be

returned to a reproducible position each time they are removed.
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There are five possible source positions in the pile, The single

central position in layer four is presently in use with the polonium-

beryllium source, Four additional plutonium-beryllium sources hve

recently bes received and will be placed in level three at distances

I §.in the source blocks in this layer, where a is the extrapolated

pile length, These additional sources will be used to supplement the

present one, or may be placed in position to minimize harmonics,

It is planmed to use the pile both as a sigma pile and a standard
pile, The distinction (#1) between the two is merely that the sigma

pile is a large volume of moderator which was initially used to obtain

the absorption cross—section (frem whenoe comes "sigma"), while the

standard pile is one of known parameters and in which the resonance

and thermal flux may be calculated at points within the pile,
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VI PILE CONSTRUCTION

Materials

The moderating material used in this pile was AGOT reactor grade

graphite, obtained from Natlonl Carbon Company. This type of graph-

ite is made from petrcleum ecke, which ls prepared in refineries by

the polymerizaticn and distillaticn of volatiles from a heavy refinery

oil. After further processing, the coke is crushed, screened, and

mixed with a pltch binder. The plastic material so cbtalned is then

extruded, ”cocked” and purified at high temperatures in a purifying

gas. The graphite bars were 16.5 I .0l0" long and 4.000 I .010 x

4.0oo I .010 inches in ercss·section. Each bar was individually

wrapped in paper and each skld covered with a plastic and a cardboard

cover for protection of the graphite.

Metal used within the pile above the source level is confined to

aluminum, which was chosen for its relatlvely low absorption cross-

section, short-lived isotopes, and ease cf machining. The aluminum is

used for the specific purpose of ooupllng the foil blocks together, as

mentioned under §11g_Description.
The positioning framework is made cf iron, and coated with alumi-

num paint. Brass bclts were used at all frame junctions to facilitate

disassembly.

Eyebolts used for withdrawal of blocks are iron, nickel plated.

0.014" thiok vinyl plastic is used for the dust cover. The cover is

secured to the top cf the metal frame-work by strips of l" x 1/8"
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steel. Brass bolts pass through the steel strips, plastic, and into

the angle iron, which is tapped to receive five 10-52 bolts per side.

The base fer the pile consists of a thick (about three feet)

concrete block 80 x 80 inches. This base was then covered with build-

ing paper (asphalt paper sandwiohed between Kraft paper).

It was decided to undercut only a few blocks before the plle was

stacked. These few blocks would serve as guides fer aligning the fbil

block channels. By laying these undercut blocks in the feil channels,

and subscquently removing them after the next layer had been leid, the

guide blocks were to be utilised for the stacking cf the entire pile.

Lhchining Process

The blocks were undercut using a National heavy-duty H. S. plain

milling outter 5* x 6* x li" with sight teeth. A feed of 19 inches

per minute and a spindle speed of 560 rpm were used.

After undercutting, the blocks were split in two lengthwise on a

“Do-all" band saw. A 5/8* buttress blade (Pitch A, set 0.0äj, gauge

0.025, code YLAR} was used at a speed of approximately 1900 feet/min.

Assembly of Pils

The first two layers were stacked without incident, but as the

third and fourth layers were added, it became apparcnt that due to the

Variation in block lengths, two sides of the pile would have to be

slightly irregular in order to make two pile faces smooth. lt was de-

cided to have faces “A" and "D* smooth.

After stacking six layers, it was noted that because of accumu-

lated variations in block size, it might be necessary to underout the
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permanent fbil blocks more than ten thousandths, At this point, how-
° ever, block variation was not considered to be a significant problem,

The stacking of the thirteenth layer indicated that these accunu-

lated variations in blocks, even though the blocks were generally

within tolerance, would cause a serious seem at at least two joints,

To correct this situation, an iron
”I”

beam was run through the foil

block hole in layer five, and a heavy auto type jack was used to reise

the higher blocks in the center of side "D" just enough to replace two

blocks in this region,

Replacement of these two blocks did not completely alleviate the

situation, so the blocks in the right side of face "D" were unstacked

down through layer two, to a depth of one to four blocks into the

pile, This area was then restacked, the blocks being checked with a

micrometer to obtain optimum placement,

After stacking layer fourteen, it was noted that a signiflcant

hump was forming in the fbil channels which run from face
"D” to face

”B",
This was probably caused by a slight variation in the base

magnified by accumulated block variations, Blocks in the vicinity in

the exposed layer were replaced with small blocks, After much con-

sideration of various corrective measures, including restacking of the

pile, a brosching operation was decided upon, A broaoh was made from

a lk" piece of 2 x Q inch board, A notch was cut in the top of the

leading edge to receive a tool steel cutting edge, It was fbund that

the cutting edge had to be sharp and hollow·greund for satisfaotory

service, Once this was established, the brosch needed no subsequent
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sharpening or modification at any tune. The brosch was pushed through
by a wooden rod or wooden blocks, dcpending on the placement and size

of the channe1• The cloeeness of an adjolning room wall made the oper-

ation very thae—consming when working on channels running from side “A"

to side "C”.
A Black and Decker industrial vacuum cleaner was used to

reove graphite chips fra the channels.

Stackdng was resumcd after twelve layers had bee broaohed. The

upper 1/Ä — l/5 of the pile was leid more slowly, since every block

was measured with a micrcmeter to insure its best placement.

It was noted that lighter broachlng cute were required in the

upper portion of the pilc than in the lower portlon. In all cases,

blocks which were undercut ten thousandths were able to pass through

the length of each foil channel after brosching.

Forty-six 16 l/2 x Ä x Ä inch blocks were undercut ten—thousandths

of an inch and split lengthwise.

Insertdng the foil blocks in the channels ls like inserting a key

in a keyway. The bottom of the blocks project downward into the

broached area of the next lower channel, partially impeding movement

of blocks in the lower cannels at the center of the plle. Since the

source block is also keyed, the unauthorized removal of the source is

difficult. It is noted here that in general, only the top of each

channel was broached. To facilitate the reoval of foil blocks, the

two center blocks in each foil channel were undercut on the bottom

0.050 inch for a distance of one inch from the end which.was to be in

the center of the pile. Thus, when the complement of four foil blocks
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is inserted in the channel, there is sufficient clearance for motion

of the blocks in the next lower channel.

Five thirty~two inch blocks were taken from the exponentdal pile

and exchanged for short blocks since all blocks obtained for the sigma

pile were 16 1/2" long. The long blocks were milled to reduce twist

acquired in manufacture, probably during the extruding operation.

After squaring, they were then undercut in preparation for use as

source blocks. One of these was split; one half was to serve as a

source block, the other as a probe detsctor block in conjunction with

two short blocks.

Thirty-sight of the foil blocks were coupled in two's as shown in

figures 5 and 6. The outer block of each couple was drilled, tapped,

and fitted with an eye bolt to facilitate removal. Before placement

in the pile, the inner block of each couple was drilled as shown in

figure 5 to receive indim foils with or without cadmium covers. Foil

holes not in use are fllled with graphite washers to decrease flux

disturbances.

The 52 x 2 x Ä inch block and two 16 1/2 x 2 x Ä inch blocks were

slotted approxtmately 1 1/8 x 1 1/8 inch for use with a probe detector.

An eye belt was installed on the
52”

block•

The positioning framework was made from 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 inch angle

iron and Ä“ x 1 1/2” channel iron. It was fastened together by we1d—

ing and by brass bolts. Attachment to the floor was by means of 1/Ä" -
20 expansive screw anchors. The iron was cleaned with an electric

portable wire brush and painted with aluminum paint.
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VII THEORY

[J__i_f__f*_u_sion Length (25)

The theoretical balance equation for a nuclear chain reactor is

given by

Production - Leakage ·· Absorption ¤ ·ä··%

where -g-Q is the time rate of change of the neutron density. For

steady state operations, this reduces to

Production == Leakage + Absorption.

In diffusion systems, it is found that the diffusing substance

tends to go from regions of high density to regions of low deneity•

It is assumed that neutrons also follow this theory and that F‘ick's

law in the simple form J(x) = -·DV¢ is applicable to neutrons, where

J == net nwnber of neutrons flowing per unit area normal to the

direction of flow, per unit time.

D = difüzsion coefficient for flux.

¢ = neutron flux (nv)

The net rate of outflow of neutrons per unit volume is equal to

the divergence of the vector J. Sc the neutron leelcage per unit volume

per second is given by

6,1v J = -«nv wi.
„ -¤v24>

The absorption rate (neutrcns absorbed per cm; per second) is re-

presented by 261+, where Za is the macroscopic abserpticn cross sec-

tion cf the medium.



The production may be represented initially by a source term, S

(neutrons per cm; per second).
The balance equation is now given by

¤v2¢ - Z-a¢+ ss = ää.
and is called the diffusion equation. Its limitations are tlmt it is
applicable only to monoenergetic neutrons, at distances greater than

two or three mean free paths from strong sources, absorbers, or bound-

aries between dissimilar materials.

If gif is zero, and S is zero except at the source (point, line,

or plane source), the diffusion equation becomes
DV2¢ ·Za"’== 0-

T

If a constant, ic, is introduced auch that

k: 3 .2.2. , T
D

then the diffusion equation is

V 2¢> - 1«24> 3 0.
General solutions of the above type equation may be obtained by

standard methods, and boundary conditions applied to suit the partic-

ular geometry in question.

For a point source which releases one neutron per second in an

infinite homogeneous diffusion medium, if V2 is expressed in spherical

coordinates
2 2

The diffusion equation is then:

$6-. S-;—k“¢=O,r#O
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in spherical coordinates, if the coordinate system is ohosen with its

origin at the point source, where r is the distance from the scuroe•

The boundary conditions are:

(1) ‘¥’<°° for r>o•
(2) The total number of neutrons passing through the sur-

face of a sphere equale the source strength as r

approaches zero,

or um !+m·2„1 = 1.
r·>· O

If gb s u/r, the equation may be sclvedz

&ji2+2.&>-kge>-esr r dr

reduccs to

92% — k2u e 0dr2

er
(D2•·k2)u e 0
ng e kg,

D =:tk

But since k is positive by definition,

D = +!c

and u = A
e"k’

+ Cekr

so¢==Ae;1?.’„+O£•E.¤;•
r r

"§he first boundary condition requires that C I O.

The current density (J) at r is
J = ···D -g-for ·-D $1... orDAe"k’drdr r rg
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Applying this to the source cendition,

lim üVr2J = lim #VDAe'kr (Kr + 1) = 1.rér·0 r4> O

So A = ,la,lm
Therefore,

¢ = s.‘:.k£..
ähär

Since the study of thermal neutrons is usually of most interest in

many types of reactors, the preceding treatment of mcneenergetic neu-

trons is applied te a thermal system. This is a reasonable approxima~

tion, since in weekly abserbing media, thermal neutrons behave in ~u

epproximate1y‘monoenergetic fashion with properly averaged absorption

cross section and mean free path. (26)

The mean square distance, rät which a thermal neutren travels

from its source to where it is absorbed may be determined by considere-

tion of e point souce, with a flux of ¢ neutrens per cmz per second at

a distance r. The ebsorption rate isjia ß per cm? per second; for a

spherical shell cf volue üvrzdr, the absorption rate is #Fr2drÄie¢,

The mean square distance to absorption is then

:5 = Ä;·2§l+w‘:·2Zs.g}dr
U /+vrz·2Ze4>dr

from the definition cf the r.m.s. value of y = f(x) over the interval

x = a to x = b. (57)
Substitutigg ¢• e e'k¤”/ game,;¤„ felxre"¤‘dr k
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If the diffusion length, L, in a medium be defined by L § l/kg,

then

L
and ß =

Ae“X/L, er L is equivalent to the relaxaticn length•
4

Since the above treataent is not applicable to actual conditions

because cf leahage which occurs in finite systems, the diffusicn (or

wave) equation must be solved as a boundary value prob1em•

The problem is stated:
‘V2¢

-
h2¢ = O,

with the bcundary conditione=

(1) t is everywhere finite and non·negative.

(2) e = O at the extrapolated boundaries•

(5) The number cf neutrons flowing cut cf the plane z = O

per cm? per sec in each mode must equal the number pro-

duced in that mode by the source•

This is solved fer positive values cf z, and appears as

igé + ä§é·+ ggf-- kgf = O,
Bxg )y‘ äsg

By assuming separation of variables,

j e I(x)Y(y)Z(z);this becomes

Since the sum of the first three terms must equal a constant, kg,

and since they are independent functions, we may write:
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1. QEEE. = ,,,,2:1 ° sx? ’

;· . = -|92, amd

1. ._, ,2
Z

dz2Itshould be noted that -412 -ß2 + x2 = 1:2

The signs given G and ß are to insure eine and cosine solution,

since it may be seen from a flux distribution plot (27) that hyper-

bolic {Emotions (and also the sine functions) are not permissable

solutions because of boundary conditions (1) and (2),

Therefore,

Ii cos 1:7:

is the only pernissable solution, andd 2 and ßg must be precedecl by a ·
minus sign, if they are to be positive. If X2 is also positive, it

must have a positive sign since 1:2 is a real number greater than zero.
So the above solution is written as

cos ax,

In order to satisfy boundary condition (2),

5 e r_jLß where 1, 5, 5, ••„
a

so that when 2: is equal to a/2, then

ia cos ;1éj__V~ O,
The solution may be generalised, and a like solution obtained for

Y, as
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iz = 1, 5, S, ••••
and

'ic',.,=Bu cosäfii n-=1, Ö, Ö, ••••
b

Solving for Ii, since y2 is positive, the solution will be of the

hyperbolic form

Z = G1 oosh Xz + Sg sinh Xz

Hg is evaluated from boundary condition (2), and

Z == .....„§Ä·...„.... (sinh Xo cosh Xz -· coshfc sinh Yz)
sinh X c

or G1; sinh (c-·z), or [-e¥(°"'Z)-e”r(°'Z2‘!

or C e'°'Z [1-e"2 r(°"Z)].
lf the 2 dimension is verylong, then

Z1 = C e" Yä

In view of the series of possible values of d andß, X and z may

he expressed as
o o

and
ZSincethe wave equation ie linear, any sun of the products of Ii,

Y, end Z will he a solution, and
gu ov

$06cosThe

source condition is introduced to detennine hm, A theznal

point source, at the origin, enitting S neutrons per second, may bo

defined in tems of the Birne delta function as s Ö (any) at z = O•

E-lxpanding the source in a series of orthogonal functions,
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°° $°S6(x,y) == ml Smu cos P3;}. ooe Pgl;

6./2 6/2
S J (x,y) ooe Fix; cos Fßdxdy ¤a b—a/2 -6/2

e./2 b/2
S„„„ ooe *2.% ooe PIX cos cos lll dxcly

9. b _

a/2 6/2l
*" J (x,y) ooe 93...25. cos {LI dxdy =
-a/2 -6/2 ¤ b

e/2 6/2
Sm cos Pl!-’$ ooe cos ooe l-EX dxdy

-a/2 -6/2 *‘ 8*

Since the functions exe orthogonal in the intervale -a/2 to a/2 and
—b/2 to b/2, all terms not having zu = k or n == 1 will be zero• Thue,

e/2 b/2
F' J(x,y) cos P-“I2£ ooe Y.}? dxdy =
-8./2 -6/2 a

a/2 6/2
Sun ooez ?·l-E dx weg? dy—a/2 a -6/2

From the definition of the Dirao delta function, 1.6. it has the value
¢& T

of zero everywhereÄ/at
px

== 0 and y = o, at which point it has the value



dxdy = 1-

So the left side of the equstion becomes S at the source- The right

side becomes
a/2 b/2

,(lmZ.-S1¤2*..¤I'.Y.)
L. a-

··s/2 —b/2

;— 6. _ a _b_ b°’ °=*m[(1?+1?)(zr “’ZÜ
· °'

abAmth]
Hence,ab

To determine Amn, use is ,me.de of the current density.

Jmh e.tz==O=A 2
since only the positive :1 direction is being considered-

Thea Jjm = 1/I2 cos EIIX,ab a b _
md Anm „ ,

abDYm
By e. hamonic analysis ez? the flux in the positive 2 direc-

tion, it is seen that beyond two diffusion lengths from the source,

the harnonic flux contribution is relstively small •

Thus, under these conditions,

<}> (s) =(const,) x(e'* WZ),

anddz



so that a plot of ln saturated activity versus z will have a slope of

" hn

Since 11 and n are unity,

2 2age ,2-(Z3. ··(2Z‘Xp !

By obtaining;
)’„

experimentally, kg be found, and therefore

L, since L =

final expression for the diffueion length is then
_________.L..../;,5-;,*

J ‘•
U

a
"

E

where a = eeztrapolated pile length

h = ezztrapolated pilc width,

remi age (29)
Th.e Femxi Age model aseumes a continuous slowing down of the

neutrons• This aseumption ie valid for all except the lighteet ele-

mente, to which a great part or :111 of the neutron energy may be lost

in a. einggle collisioru





of the energy after collieion, from the minimum, equal te 0i fil,. te the

maximum I3]_•

The ratio cf the neutron energy after collieion to that before

collieien ie ehcwn to be

== vmg + vag + 2vm Va cce 9
eil V1 V1

where vb, = epeeci cf the center ef maee in the laboratery eyetem.

vl == epeed of the neutron inthe laboratory eyetem•
· va == speed of the neutron after cellieicn in the center of nass

eyetem

vb =—= speed of the nueleue after cellieion in the center ef maee

Syßtüäiie ·

vm ie given hy .....E.t...
Ä + 1

From the coneervation ef energy, aeeuming elaetic ecattering, since

A'1 — VZ21 = -4-XL
{L +

2 ~ 2then + A, ’ ....11... =·= Ä. trag + 1*- A vb2•
:1 A + 1 :2 A + 1 2 2

frem coneervatien of momentwn,

Va 2 Ä?. V'b•

Time,
E2 V22 A2 + QA coéß + 1
E1 V12 (A + U2
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A function O1 ie defined by

I2""
+ 1,

The maxi:1.u:e value of Z22/S21, which repreeente the minimum leee of

energy, ie unity, er L man == Hl, Thu mn:-atmxe lose of energy ie re-

preeented by the minimum value of E2/E1 = of . ‘l‘heref‘ore, E ie defined

by integration ever all poeeible energy clecrenente, from E, tod§?;]_„

p(?‘32)d3i2 may be related to p(9)d9, the probability that e noutron

will he eeattered into an element of solid angle, cl-0, cerreeponding to

a conieal element lying bet.ween the ecattering anglee 6 end 9+ :16 in

the center of nase eystem, by

p(::„,)az:,, e p(e) Q2 eng.

am p(6}r16= 23.8 =.~ ?. ¤ 1/2 sie 6 66..}.177 Ä;. TV

Frcn the <lefinit§.on

1/22 [(1 +:1)+ (1 ·· M) cos 8]
Eil

MSR X51 (l - o1) ein 6

Thue,
(1 ·- vk)

0( El 9(E1

“‘l E1



now becomes

oz?} -.J1 £1£;Ü¤
(1 -64)

XL1

ÜI CIEIfxäzg, and d:·:==..„g,el hl
a

§ : ....1..... ln X dx
1 "1

1 ···
al

also be repreeeuted ae

E
Ä ü 1

For fx > 1G,
.. 2““' I

.21

-4-Returningto the derivation ef the Femi Age equaticn, if, after

titze t, all the neutrone have velocity v, and since/XS ie the ecatter-·

ing mean free path, the Zl".ZF’.Ä‘·€‘>l‘ of collieione a neutron undergoee in

dt will te vdt//xls. The decreaee in ln will he found by the product

of? , the average lcgarithaie energy ciwmge per collieion, and th.e

number collieiene in dt, or

··Ö. 13*1 E = .§.„Y.. Ö.'b•
hs

Since -·«·ä_ ln ie eqaivalent to du,

du = ä V dt



The sssumption is also made that there is no absorpticn lose of

neutronm
As previously shown, the neutron leelcage per unit volume per

second ie
am J e -¤v2¢·,

and since 4> = nv, the lealcage, without absorption, ie given by

Qt

n(r,t) is defined as the neutron density per unit time intervsl, so

n(r,t) dt ie the number of neutrons per GEI5 which have diffused be~·

tween t end t + dt•

Since n(r,u)du = n(r,t)dt,
n(r,t) == n(r,u)§—¥‘£· = n(r,u)ä.§ .

sum §.=l(£.«..@.). say be written as Ö-kl lll (z·,z),
at Qt äu

and du = gl. dt,Ä s
ön§r,___‘Q_ gig _ Qnfrzt}

8 t As Qu

” gv 3 gv r )er Ä.; Ä? n( ,u .
Upon making this substitution,

T’>vv2n(1·,t) == , becomes

0— 5 E a €
Dvvlm-•E•s =-•Y••„-• vnru)M „„ e <·
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„„ eV@ß2'ß¢<=·»¤>]-88 @78 ;„[€ Ze¢One
form of the slowing down density, q(t1*:e member of neutrons per

unit volume per unit time slowed down past e given energy), is given
(2*:) bv

6; == SES ‘7$(u).

Using this relationship, the above equation becomes

If a new variable, T, is defined as

1.1 DT <==> E 62;* "“·
O

The ec;_us.tion reduees to

·> 87*-;; (Fermi Age equation)•

ißince du

„
g If Ze E

E
The Fermi .Age Equation ma.y be sclved first fer a plane source of

fast monognergetio neutrona in an infinite medium, and this result used

to solve the case of a point source of fast monoenergetic neutrons in

an infänite medium, which solution is used es the basis for experi-

mental deteminations of Fermi Age in many cases.

The relationship between the slowing down density for neutrons of
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a specific age from a point source, and for a plane source is determin-

ed, and applied eo that üxe sum of the slowinp; down densities due to

an appropriate number of point sources will be esgluivalent to the result

for a plane source.

The plane source assunptions are:

{1) an infinite plane emitting ncutrons per cm2 per second

with energy E,).

(2) source lies in the y, e plane passing through the

origin, so that cg_(:~c, 3;, z,’T) == q{x,T“).

wasn v2q(x,T} e rer X ¢ 0.
and cé_(x,o) ~—= S<·f(:c),
where J (1:} is again the Dirac delta f‘uu1ction•

issues separation cf variables, so that

<;<:<„T> Pä(=<>'E(r>•
The age equaticn is then:

.1,
dx·~ d‘V T

Each side na}; be equated to a constant ··u2, where mg must be a real

positive euantity, since the slewing down density ewnot increase with

the increasing age of the neutrons•

Eßolutions exe fovszd te be

ZI eosax C sinus,

e Fe”¢2""

and 6; == e°¤‘2T(.§. cos ax + C7 ein ax)-
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These solutions are represented in an alternate form by use of

the Fourier integral, by which
gg 00

f(1«:) ·-·= _l_ /:1 cos[¤ (1:*- 1:)] dx'
1T ¢ —¤¤

where 1c'and OK are independent of x and T , so that they represent con-

stzmts of integrs.tion.

Since, when T = o, q(1:, T) must reduce to the Fourier integral of

SJ(>:), so cg is represented by

cg =é„ ScT(x’)e"¤2T eos[a (1c' ·- 1:)] .

The linear age equation is then multiplied by dadzfand integrated

over all values of d and x’to obtain a complete solution. Thus,

op

cosfor (x' ·· 1:)] :11:*.
..00

oo M

since q(x, (X') c0e[°( (:¤:' - 1:)] fix'.TT O
_°_

Üähe integgral with respect to cl is
so

o AT
/e"'¤·?·T cos[¤< (1s' ·-· 1:)] dd = TT e""(X' "

X)‘7/ ’

° ET
•¤

0 lg„T” N
sooo

Since Lfh:') J(::') d1:’ ¤ f‘(O),
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fcr 6. unit plane scux·ce•

It is seen from previcus considerations that
«>

Since x2 + 6.2 = T2 and rdr = ada, then
00

(X7 T ) 2 (rl T)rdr*

x

dx

n
21Tx dx

1+
But qP]_(x,T‘ ) ==

T

and dqPl(x, T) = - /gxS e"x%/AT
AT l;“fTT‘

The last two ecguaticne give

- 2 1+am > „ ai?
(mw)?/2

Or, to generelize for 6. unit point source at ra with a field point at

rs

(Lmr) /
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By taking logarithas, it seen that for neutrons of a given energy,

since T is constant,

ln c;(r) =constantThus,

the plot of the logaritlm of the saturated activity versus

2 distance squared from the source will have a slope of "‘ ä.; .

The deviation of the curve from the straight line near the source
”

(52) is due to an appreciable number of neutrons present which have

more than 1.146 ev energy. Thus, the experimental points for small r
7

lie above the desired straight line.

The deviation found for large r (214) is because most neutrons in

this region are thermalized, and the flux distribution varies as

e"1‘?°1° rather than e"1¤°2.

_Q_ountigg
lleutrons were detected by Indizes foils and by BF; counter.

Equations for reactions involved in counting are:

In116* (68)
a1O + ,,111 ——-——» 1111*. (51)
a11* «——» 1,17 + 01 .

It was difficult to obtain good counting statistics with foils

since the polonixmeberyllixm source was rather week.

Saturated activity was calculated by tho equation (55)

A8 = Ctgf
where C == counts/time observed 4

tg == counting time
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1· = factor =e^"·2)Ä
= decay conetent

tl = activation time
t2 = waiting time between removel of foil from pile until

count is begun.

Resolving time error is given by (68).

R ·R° = „E23IL
1-RoT

where R = true count rate, c/s.
Ro = observed count rate, c/s.
T = reolving time, secondk

The resolving time§Ümay be found (68), by using two sources end

the following relationship:

T „ .‘ll...1“..Ä1‘.2...'I..}.°‘.l..2.
2R1B2 T

where R; = counting rate of source 1 (c/s)

R2 = counting rate of source 2(o/s)

R12 = counting rate of both sources (c/s)

The true counting rate is the error plus the observed countingrate: 4
(za-T20) + 11,, = Teil. +12,,

1—R„T

R
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The cozmtirzg rate ae determimed by the Iudium foils was low emugh
se that no dead time or resolvirxg time eorrectio:16 were zzeedach
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VIII EKPERIMEETAL TECHNIQUES

Ersxsmss
In order to determine the symmetry of the pile, both horizontal

and vertical flux distributions were found,

A series cf four horizontal BFE traverses were made from side ”D"

to side ”B”
in levels 15, 15, 17, and 19, using an ROL model 10505

detection tube, Four partial traverses were also made from the face

of side ”A",

In view of the indeterminate center of the sensitive volume of

the BF, tube to obtain data which could be used for comparison at a

later date, the base of the BF; tube, at its first point of contact

with the outside of the cable connector from the counter was taken es

a reference point, The cable was then calibrated in two inch sections

for 56 positions, The face of the pile was used as the positicning

point, Thus, the position referred to in the curves was determined as

above,

Since the basic purpose of the BF; measurements was to prove the

symmetry of the pile, no correction was made for resolving error,

However, the manufacturer lists a rise time of 1-2 microseconds, and

a fall time of 5-5 micrcseconds, This information should be used with

the previous equations for computing the true counting rate, or other

methods could be used to obtain a more accurate resolving time, auch

as using two sources, or oscilloscope techniques,

A rough diffusion length measurcent was made from the horizontal
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traverse data and gave a diffusion length of 55,5 cm, uncorrectcd for
resolving time, Using a resolving time of five microseconds would
decrease this value a maximum of approximately 1 1/2 per cent,

Data was taken from the horizontal traverses and used to construct
a vertical flux distribution (cr traverse),

Both horizontal and vertical traverses indicate the pile is

symmetric,

Digfusion Length

Nineteen indiu foils were irradiated to saturaticn in the pile
and counted singly using an end·window counter and an Ultrascaler

model 192A,

Fre a plot of ln saturated activity versus distance from the

source, the slope of the curve was taken, and used to obtain the value

(Appendix I) of $#,5 cm, :2cm1for the diffusion length,

The plot of ln saturated activity versus distance from the source

deviates free a straight line for points near the top of the pile be-

cause the term e'2x(°“Z> was neglccted in the expression for Z, (28)

If the mcasured fluxes are divided by 1 — e'2Y(°'Z), the logarithms of

the corrected values will fall on a straight line for all values of z
except the lowest,

Femi Agg I

If indium foils are covered with cadmium covers, the effect of
thermal neutrons is eliminated by absorption in cadmium, which under·
goes an n,Y interaction, The foil so covered will give the relative
values of the slowing down density at l,d6 ev, Indium actually has
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several minor resonanccs above this major ons, but the effect of these

is decreased with thin foils (4 O),

In this experiment, standard indium foils were placed between

cadmium covers and irradiated in the pile for a length of time which

was at least five or six times the half-life cf indium minutes)•

Thus, the foils were brought to saturation before counting• The foils

were removed one at a time and ccunted with an end—window counter and

an Ultrascaler Model l92A•

A curve was first plotted of all points taken, then fifteen fcils —

were rerun to provide a check of the linear porticn of the curve• A

slight depression in activity at level sight was noted„ Several runs
were made at this point under the same conditions, and foils and

blocks were also interchanged„, No consistent trend was noted for any

of these changes, and the average activity found by using the original

components of level sight was plotted. Both ourves were plotted using

saturated activity as the ordinate and distance squared from the

source plane es the abscissa (figure 12). It should be noted that a

semilogarithnic plot of activity versus distance squared from the

source plane (D2) will have the same slope as a plot of activity ver-

sus straight-line distance squared from the source (R2). Coneider a

right triangle of hypotenuce R, base S, and altitude D, Since D2 o
s2 e R2, as long as s2 is constant, the above plot would only be die-

placcd horizontally by changing the abscissa from D2 to R2, and the

slope would remin the swoe„ In the Sigma Pils, since the exact cen·

ter of the pile occurs at the junction of two blocks, it was decided
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IX RESULTS AND SUMMARY

A Sigma Pile was constructed to serve as a labcratory facility

at V•P•I„

Reproducible fbil positions are possible with the positioning

plates installed on the pile•

withdrawal of the two outer blocks in each foil ehanel ia facil-

itated by a coupling mechnism•

Five source positions permit operation with reduced harmenics•

The neutron distribution in the pile was proven te be symmetric

by horizontal and vertical traverses•

By·means of a diffusicn length.measureent, which gave an
"L” of

5ä.5 I 2 cm, and a Fbrmi Age measurement, which gave a
"v”

of 557 I

5 c2, the parameters of the pile were shown to be in good agreement

with published data on graphitc•
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XIII APPENDIX I

Table I. Diffusion Length Data

Foil Level Cmmts Counting Tranefer Bac1c· Corrected Foil Wt. ANo. Time (min) Time (min) ground Gounte Ratio 8

19 25 5,166 50.00 1 2564- 604 1.0000 16.56
18 22 5,195 45.00 1 2507 666 1.0019 26.56

17 21 5,016 40.00 1 2051 965 1.0045 51.56
16 20 5,476 40.00 1 2051 1,425 1.0059 46.41

15 19 4,457 45.00 1 2507 2,150 1.0061 64.25

14 18 5,254 45.00 1 2507 2,947 1.0061 66.04

15 17 6,599 45.00 1 2507 4,092 1.0142 125.0

12 16 6,226 45.00 1 2597 5.919 1.015A 178.1

ll 15 7.529 50.0 1 1556 5,791 1.0170 259.6

10 14 9,624 50.00 1 1556 6,266 1.0198 545.6

9 15 11,060 25.00 1 1262 9,798 1.0245 467.5
6 12 12,604 20.00 1 1025 11,579 1.0270 662.9

7 11 15,156 15.00 1 769 12,569 1.0156 950.9

6 10 12,165 10.00 1 515 11,670 1.0262 1295.
5 9 10,496 6.00 1 506 10,190 1.0294 1659.

4 6 11,556 5.00 1 256 11,060 1.0506 2566.

5 7 15,619 5.00 1 256 15,565 1.0525 5517.

2 6 11,265 5.00 1 154 11,109 1.0546 5957.

1 5 15,205 5.00 1 154 15,049 1.0594 4666.
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XIH Appendix I (continued)

Ca1c1110.tior1 of Diffusion Lemth

E 2- E L 66 16.. 61 2.5L.
1636.5 66 + .2 (.707)(2.60 66)
167.2 cm.

= Slope of In sesturated activity vs distemce from source.

== -(16. 6600 -16 10)
210021 ·· 10022

= - 0.052% 06*1
1__ - 10.5 2 10** 06*2 - 2 (.......1.-V.......,.)2
L2 157.2 cm

= 5.L2 IC 10** 66*2
1.2 2 16}* 662
L = 5<'%.O C17!.
Oorreoting for dcnsity (59),

L 1.600 = ?=-=2-ll L1.617
1.600

== Ltg;] .
5(!—.O1.000

L ·· 5}%.5 0.:1 ih 2010
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XIII APPENDIX II

Table I. Fcmi Age Üllßä (first run)

¤«»=00» ,,2;;*7:0, ,§ää“7;ä;> 01;;,°2;;;;0“‘15
19 0, 00.00 1 0056 0 -

10 13 0,556 00.00 1 0056 0 -
15 17 0,055 00.00 1 0056 0 -
12 16 0,501 00.00 1 0056 05 1.0000 1.726

11 15 0,757 00.00 1 0056 501 1.0016 6.120

1G 10 0,720 00.00 1 0056 260 1.0000 5.060

9 15 0,625 00.00 1 0056 167 1.0000 5.020

0 12 5,000 00.00 1 0056 500 1.0110 11.25

7 11 5,009 00.00 1 0056 1,055 0.9900 20.90

6 10 6,557 00.00 1 0056 1,901 1.0126 59.00

5 9 0,051 00.00 1 0056 5,995 1.0150 02.22
0 0 10,090 66.00 1 5676 6,010 1.0150 100.9

5 7 11,561 00.00 1 2220 9,555 1.0167 507.2

2 6 15,970 50.00 1 1890 12,000 1.0191 052.7
1 5 10,01S 15.00 1 056 9,102 1.0256 697.7
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XIII A.1>PLNDIi< II

Table II. Ferm:1 Age Data

D2 (omg) .+151.8 (First run) AS (Seeorxd um) Re-·run+== Average AB

11+, 861+ 1 . 725 1 .726
12,1+90 6.120 6.120
10, 525 5.1+61+ 5.1+61+

8,561.5 5.420 5.420

6,606.1+ 11.251 11.251

5,058.1 20.956 15.55 18.21+

5,716.1 59.076 55.10 59.08, 55.10 57.09

2,560.6 82.218 82.77 82.1+9

1,651.6 144.888 11+5.70 167.06,150.06 155.9
,162•5

929.05 507.255 511+.1+8 510.9
1+12.90 1+52.7117 1+1+0.65 1+1+0.2 ,1+1+0.65 1+1+5.6

105.25 697.745 696.56 697.15
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XIII Appendix II (continued)

Caloulation of F‘ez—;;=i fge

Calculation of Indium Fteecnance Age

-
1%=«|,_ = Slope ef ln saturated activity ve distance equarech

-_=_- „• In 6O0__"' in : •-0,757 X IO"; cm"2
53100 0·:0·==

= 550 (T22

-
Galculation of Age to Thermal fTom Indimx Resonance (10)

ET (:1) „ 1 1 gg;

¤ 1 ln if ZG ie independent of neutron energy... 3 E
IJPZQ -

t

;>A

e 1 ln 1,16
•• OO E;¢„.16e><;e.611 1 10 2 2;02/56

Calculetion of Total Agge

Total Age = Reeonance Age plue Age to Therme.l•

= 55C>c212 + 26•9 ::1:12 = 557: 5 @:12


